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Abstract

This paper discusses the interaction between constituent formation and alteration of sounds (i.e.,
morphophonology) in Akan reduplicated verb-forms. Specifically, we strive to look into two issues; the
morphology of reduplicated verb stems and how the morphological manifestation(s) affect certain target sounds.
With its morphology, we observe that reduplication of the Akan verb-stem is generally total and, through the
Morphological Doubling Theory (Inkelas 2005; Inkelas and Zoll 2005), reduplication of Akan verb-stems is
viewed as the double (or multiple) occurrence of a morphological constituent meeting a particular morpho-
semantic description. That is to say, while there could be differences in structure between the reduplicant and the
base, they are subject to a common phonology that determines a resulting shape of an output. With
morphophonology, we observe that three issues are relevant in the discussion of the phonology of the
reduplicated verbs in Akan. These are the application of vowel harmony, vowel shift in terms of height, and the
realization of tonal semblance. Through thorough discussions, the paper finally explains that reduplication of
verb-stems in Akan is morphophonologically driven.
© 2013 The Authors and JLLS - Published by JLLS.
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1. Introduction

Reduplication, which has generally been described as the systematic recurrence of a unit within a
word for semantic or grammatical purposes (e.g. Marantz (1982), Rubino (2005)), has enjoyed much
attention in the literature with regard to various lexical categories and how it pertains in different
languages (see e.g. Tuvan (Raimy 2000; Harrison and Raimy 2004), Sanskrit (Steriade 1988) and,
Squamish and Chichewa (Downing 2008)). On Akan in particular, Dolphyne (1988), Winkler and
Obeng (2002), among others, have looked at reduplication in some respect in various categories. In
this paper, we particularly look at the interaction between constituent formation and alteration of
sounds in Akan reduplicated verb-forms, i.e. morphophonology of reduplicated verb-forms in Akan.

As noted by Moravcsik (1978) and in diverse languages, particularly in some Kashaya verbs
(Oswalt 1961), which is also the case in Akan, reduplication of verbs is used to express repetitive or
iterative and distributive ideas. In Akan, it also arguably indicates intensification in some instances of

the verb and other categories. Thus the verb bɔ́ ‘to hit’, when reduplicated as bòbɔ,̀ indicates that the

act of hitting is done more than once and not on one point or place as expressed in (1). Thus, in (1) we
have a sense of not just a ‘hit’, but more than one of it and more rigorous as well, which actually
underscore its translation as ‘beat up’.
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1. Àtàá bò.bɔ-́ɔ̀ Kòfí
PN hit.hit-PAST Kofi

‘Ataa beat up Kofi.’

As (1) indicates, therefore, it is commonplace to realize a different sense of a verb-stem in its
reduplicated form in Akan.

The rest of the paper is sectionalized as follows: In section 2, we focus on what pertains in
categories of reduplicated Akan verb-stems. In this direction, we strive to have a detailed
morphological account of the reduplicated verb-stems within the Morphological Doubling Theory
(e.g. Inkelas and Zoll (2005)). In section 3, we identify and underscore two forms of verb-stems, i.e.
reduplicated monosyllabic and polysyllabic verb stems, as a necessity in the quest of exploring how
their individual morphological manifestations, some of which are explained in section 2, affect the
realization of some target sounds (thus, phonology) in the reduplicated form. Finally, affirming the
fact that reduplication of the Akan verb-stem is morphophonologically-driven, section 4 concludes the
paper.

2. Morphology of Akan reduplicated verb-stems

It is generally noted that reduplication is a morphological process (see, for example, Singh (2003),
Rubino (2005), Skinner (2008)) and, typologically, two types of reduplication have been
distinguished, as in Rubino (2005). These are full and partial reduplication; where full is complete
repetition of the stem and partial is repetition of only a part of the stem. We observe that reduplication
in the Akan verb-stem is generally full (or total) in terms of segments and it is also left-directed; i.e.
what is being repeated (hereafter, the reduplicant) comes before the stem (the base).

Looking at the issue of direction first, for ease of explaining succeeding points, we note that the
left-direction of reduplication of Akan verb-stems is established on the fact that the phonetic form of
the stem is maintained and made evident in the succeeding constituent, the base. This observation is
further established by an aspect of the phonology of the language, specifically vowel harmony as a
regressive rule (see section 3.1). Thus, in Akan, the structure of reduplicant-base, specifically
described as ‘CONSTITUENT1reduplicant-CONSTITUENT2base’ structuring, is the case. This is exhibited in
the reduplicated forms in (2) below, compared to the basic forms.

2. Basic form (BF) Reduplication (RF) Re-reduplication

bɔ́ ‘to hit’ bò-bɔ̀ bòbɔ-̀bòbɔ̀
tùà ‘to pay’ tùà-tùà tùàtùà-tùàtùà
hyɛ́ ‘to wear’ hyè-hyɛ̀ hyèhyɛ-̀hyèhyɛ̀
sá ‘to dance’ sè-sà sèsà-sèsà
hyìrà ‘to bless’ hyìrà-hyìrà hyìràhyìrà-hyìràhyìrà
kùm̀ ‘to kill’ kùǹ-kùm̀ kùǹkùm̀-kùǹkùm̀

On the totality of reduplication of Akan verb-stems, as could also be witnessed from (2), it is
evident that the whole verb-stem is reduplicated and, in this case, the base and the reduplicant are

numerically identical. There are a few cases in which total reduplication is not the case, e.g. hóró‘to
wash’ and dɔŕé‘to be fat/riped’ are respectively reduplicated as hòhòròand dɔd̀ɔr̀è. However, this
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partial reduplication could be explained as phonologically conditioned; simply put, a final syllable
with /r/ onset is often done away with. Thus, even in unduplicated form, they could also be

pronounced as hó and dɔ.́
Total reduplication seems to be well-established in the language in the sense that, as could also be

seen in the last column of (2), reduplicated forms could further be reduplicated and there is total
reduplication of the reduplicated verb-stem in this case. In other words, the totality of reduplication of
Akan verb-stems is even evident in reduplicated reduplications. From this observation, reduplication
of verb-stems in Akan could be described as double (or multiple) occurrence of a morphological
constituent, as the Morphological Doubling Theory (Inkelas 2005; Inkelas and Zoll 2005, etc.)
suggests. That is, a morphological construction calls for two independent input stems whose morpho-
syntactic features are in agreement; i.e. the two stems meet a particular morpho-semantic description.
Observing the Morphological Doubling Theory (MDT) further, we note that each input stem (noted as
a daughter node) is subject to a co-phonology that determines its shape. However, the outputs of the
two stem co-phonologies are combined and subjected to a third co-phonology at this combined stage
(noted as the mother node) that produces a surface form. This and other postulations of MDT is
structurally captured in (3), a recast from Inkelas (2005).

3.

Observing MDT further, the diagram in (3) shows that there are often differences between the
phonology of the base and that of the reduplicant. Instances of this are seen in most reduplicated verb-

stems in Akan; e.g. dò-dɔ(̀from the basic form, dɔ́ ‘to weed’). Here, we observe differences in
vowel(s) in the base and the reduplicant, indicating differences in phonology. Despite these variations,
they share a common morpho-semantic description. Further, as MDT suggests, the reduplicant and the
base are also subject to a common phonology that determines a resulting shape (or final morphological
structure) of an output that feeds into the morpho-semantic significance. In other words, together, as
the data in (4) show, the base and the reduplicant bring out a common morpho-semantic form in the
output of a reduplicated verb. In Akan, the base (and for that matter reduplication) is indeed
instrumental in the phonology of the reduplicant and the realization of the reduplicated verb-stem.

An interesting case in the reduplication of Akan verb-stems that is capable of adducing objection to
MDT is where the reduplicated verb is put in the negative. We observe that the negative affix /n-/
reflects only in the reduplicant (or immediately seen as having been attached to the reduplicant); e.g.

tùàtùàbecomes ǹ-tùá-tùà, not *ǹ-tùá-ǹ-tùà.1 In other words, the negative morpheme, which is with the

stem in the basic form (i.e. ǹ-tùá ‘don’t pay’), does not show up in the base (in the reduplicated form)

but, rather, in the reduplicant; hence ǹ-tùàreduplicant-tùà. This realization in other data is exemplified in

(4).

Reduplicated Form (RF)
(Meaning = aspect of reduplicant + aspect of base;

Phonology = reduplicant phonology + base phonology)

Reduplicant
(Meaning = meaning of base; may have

individual phonology)

Base
(Meaning = meaning of reduplicant; may

have individual phonology)
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4. BF Negated BF Negated RF

bɔ́ ‘to hit’ m̀bɔ(́m̀mɔ)́ m̀mòbɔ́
dwìrà ‘to cover’ ǹ-dwìrá(ǹnwìrá) ǹnwìrádwìrà2
hyɛ́ ‘to wear’ ǹhyɛ́ ǹhyèhyɛ́
sá ‘to dance’ ǹsá ǹsèsá
hyìrà ‘to bless’ ǹhyìrá ǹhyìráhyìrà
kùm̀ ‘to kill’ ǹkúḿ ǹkùǹkúḿ

One could therefore argue that a common morphology (of the morpho-semantic description), which
MDT preaches, has not been met. In this case, the Akan data will not be consistent with MDT
although a common semantic description could be contended for as having been met between the base
and the reduplicant.

Comprehensively redeeming MDT, however, it could be explained that a common morpho-
semantic description has been attained between the base and the reduplicant on the grounds that the
negative morpheme /n-/ is only a morphophonemic constituent which the whole reduplicated form
inflects for. In other words, the reduplicant does not come into the reduplicated form as negative-
inflected. Rather, the inflection is done after reduplication (in the affirmative).This argument is
supported by the fact that it is the base which could inflect for the negative marker in isolation, as
noted earlier and exemplified in (4). Indeed, as inflectional material to the stem, the negative
morpheme could only be inflected to the stem when the stem-reduplication is complete.

Considering the morphology of reduplicated verb-stems in Akan, we have our working definition
of reduplication (of verb-stems) in the language as a morphological process that relates a base (here, a
verb-stem) to a derived form (i.e. a reduplicated verb-stem) that may be analyzed as being constructed
from the base form via the doubling of phonemic material which is necessarily identical in whole to
the base. While our definition is analysis-specific, it is our view that it is not entirely different from
some other definitions in the literature (see, for example, Marantz (1982), Rubino (2005)). We
continue with the phonology and, indeed, the morphophonology of the reduplicated verb-stems in the
following section.

3. Phonology of Akan reduplicated verb-stems

We have noted that reduplication of the Akan verb-stem is generally used to encode the iterative
and or distributive nature of the verb, among others. We have also observed reduplication as a
morphological process and appreciably looked at how it is realized in Akan verb-stems. In terms of
phonology, we also observe that reduplication of verb-stems in Akan also invokes application of some
phonological rules, resulting in some alterations in the output. These phonological rule applications
follow from the assumption that reduplication, as a normal word formation process, precedes all
phonological rule applications in the derivation of a reduplicated form (e.g. Marantz, (1982). In other
words, as morphologically derived structure, reduplication could affect the phonology of a language
(resulting in morphologically-conditioned phonology (Downing 2008)) and indeed, more often than
not, the reduplicated form is expected to be subjected to some phonological rules. Hence, as Raimy
(2000, p. 2) notes, reduplication is discussed in this section as resulting from properties from both
phonology and morphology and, particularly, resulting from the interaction between these two
components of grammar.
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In the exploration of the structure of reduplicated Akan verb-stems, three morphologically-
conditioned phonological alterations become relevant. These alterations have to do with the principle
vowel harmony, the issue of vowel-shift with regard to height (which is described as ablaut in this
paper) and tonal ramifications (specifically, tonal semblance). Through a thorough individual and/or
connected discussion of these phenomena and related issues, we intend to show in this section that
reduplication of verb-stems in Akan is morphophonologically driven.

In order to understand the phonological processes (effecting the segmental alterations) in
reduplicated Akan verb-stems better, we distinguish between two basic verb-stems in Akan:
monosyllabic and polysyllabic forms. Examples of the two are shown in (5).

5. Monosyllabic Polysyllabic
BF RF BF RF

bɔ́ ‘to hit’ bòbɔ̀ tùà ‘to pay’ tùàtùà
hyɛ́ ‘to wear’ hyèhyɛ̀ hyìrà ‘to bless’ hyìràhyìrà
sá ‘to dance’ sèsà gyìnà ‘to stop’ gyìnàgyìnà
fé ‘to vomit’ féfé pòtɔ̀ ‘to mash’ pòtɔp̀òtɔ̀
kó ‘to fight’ kókó fèkyèrè ‘to scrutinize’ fèkyèrèfèkyèrè

The monosyllabic-disyllabic distinction is necessary because, as will be discussed in the following
sub-sections, some of the identified phonological processes manifest differently in the two types of
verb-stems. Before that, even in the basic (unduplicated) form, one could also realize that tone is
different in pattern between the monosyllabic and polysyllabic stems. That is to say, while
monosyllabic stems are H-toned, polysyllabic stems are L-toned.3

3.1. Vowel harmony and vowel-shift in reduplicated verb-stems

The principle of vowel harmony (VH) in Akan has been discussed in the literature (e.g., Berry
(1957), Dolphyne (1988), O’keefe (2003), Marfo and Yankson (2008)). Some aspects of it that are
relevant to this paper are that VH in Akan is a regressive rule, and that it has to do with the
advancement of the tongue root (i.e., ATR) in the articulation of vowels (Berry 1957; Clements 1981;
Hulst and Weijer 1995; Marfo and Yankson 2008); i.e., the positions of the tongue root during the
production of each of the ten phonetic vowels in Akan. Thus, in Akan, a vowel is either produced with
an advanced tongue root (i.e. [+ATR]) or with a retracted tongue root ([–ATR]). The [+ATR] vowels

are [i, e, o, u, ɑ] and the [–ATR] are [ɪ, ɛ, ɔ, ʊ, a]. Following this distinction, the VH principle

generally requires that all vowels occurring in a (prosodic) word must come from one and only one of
the sets. That is, vowels occurring in a word must share a common ATR specification. We note in
passing, however, that there are a few words within which VH is violated, resulting in a two-span
harmony.4

VH is set off in the Akan reduplicated verb-stem and it is satisfied accordingly; i.e. reduplication as
a morphological phenomenon has provided a platform for the application of VH. Specifically, as noted
earlier, reduplication is left-directed in Akan and, since VH is a regressive rule, it is enabled to take
place from the base to the reduplicant in the ‘CONSTITUENT1reduplicant-CONSTITUENT2base’ structure.
Considering MDT (as briefly discussed above), one could also say that this is not surprising; i.e. the
reduplicant is only a doubling of the base (but the reduplicant and the base may be of different
phonology, as MDT also suggests and will be exemplified soon).5 Accordingly, as in (6), one could
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witness the ATR specification of the base and, indeed, total vowel identity between the corresponding
syllables in the reduplicant-base morphology (‘CONSTITUENT1reduplicant-CONSTITUENT2base’).

6 a. Monosyllabic
BF RF

fé [fɪ] ‘to vomit’ fèfè [fɪfɪ]
kó [kʊ] ‘to fight’ kòkò [kʊkʊ]
gyé [dʑɪ] ‘to take’ gyègyè [dʑɪdʑɪ]
nú [nu] ‘to tickle’ nùnù [nunu]
sí [si] ‘to build’ sìsì [sisi]

b. Polysyllabic
BF RF

sɔǹè [sɔne] ‘to sieve’ sɔǹèsɔǹè [sɔnesɔne]
pòtɔ̀ [pʊtɔ] ‘to mash’ pòtɔp̀òtɔ̀ [pʊtɔpʊtɔ]
dèǹkyì [denʨi] ‘to capsize’ dèǹkyìdèǹkyì [denʨidenʨi]
kyèrɛ̀ [ʨɪrɛ] ‘to show kyèrɛk̀yèrɛ̀ [ʨɪrɛʨɪrɛ]
pòrì [pori] ‘to stumble pòrìpòrì [poripori]

So, vowel harmony is straightforward in reduplicated verb-stems and does not separate the
reduplicant from the base. In this case, one could say that the reduplicant and the base even share a
common phonology.

Looking at all data given so far, however, the reader must have observed that there are some verb-
stems that exhibit some vocalic differences in the reduplicant-base morphology. It is important to note
here that this is particularly the case with the monosyllabic verb-stems and, indeed, this is particularly
the reason why a clear distinction between stems (i.e. the monosyllabic-disyllabic distinction that has
been noted earlier) is necessary and had to be observed in the discussion of the phonology of
reduplicated verb-stems. As the data in (7) exemplify, while vowel harmony is still straightforward in
both reduplicated monosyllabic (7a) and disyllabic (7b) verb-stems, total vowel identity is constrained;
it is attained in reduplicated polysyllabic verb-stems but not in reduplicated monosyllabic verb-stems.
Hence those marked with asterisk in (7a) are ill-formed in the language.

7 a. Monosyllabic
BF RF

sá [sa] ‘to scoop’ sèsà [sɪsa] *[sasa]
twá [ʨɥa] ‘to cut’ twitwa [ʨɥiʨɥa] *[ʨɥaʨɥa]
fáḿ [fam] ‘to paste’ femfam [fɪmfam] *[famfam]
bɔ́ [bɔ] ‘to hit’ bòbɔ̀ [bʊbɔ] *[bɔbɔ]
kyɛ́ [kyɛ] ‘to donate’ kyèkyɛ̀ [ʨɪʨɛ] *[ʨɛʨɛ]

b. Polysyllabic
BF RF

sɔǹè [sɔne] ‘to sieve’ sɔǹèsɔǹè [sɔnesɔne]
hyìrà [ɕira] ‘to mash’ hyìràhyìrà [hyirahyira]
dèǹkyì [denʨi] ‘to capsize’ dèǹkyìdèǹkyì [denʨidenʨi]
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kyèrɛ̀ [ʨɪrɛ] ‘to show kyèrɛk̀yèrɛ̀ [ʨɪrɛʨɪrɛ]
pòrì [pori] ‘to stumble pòrìpòrì [poripori]

Considering the cases in (7a), the change of vowel in the reduplicant (and, ultimately, in the
reduplication) has to do with the phonological sonority of the vowel in the base and this ultimately
marks the difference in phonology between the base and the reduplicant.

Phonological sonority has variously been discussed as having to do with syllable structure. It has
been dubbed universal in the sense that, across languages, it plays a very important role in determining
what sequences of sounds are permissible (in a syllable) and this is based on the fact that speech
sounds are related on a scale of loudness or intensity (see, for example, Selkirk (1984), and Ladefoged
(1993)). Ladefoged (1993), in particular, defines sonority of a sound as its loudness as compared to
that of other sounds with the same length, stress, and pitch. In the case of vowels, it is generally
assumed that the lower a vowel, the more sonorous (or louder) it is (Selkirk 1984). Thus, as the

diagram in (8) reflects, [a] is the most sonorous among the vowels in Akan and the set [i, u, ɪ, ʊ] is the

least sonorous.6

8. Akan vowel inventory (Dolphyne (1988))

With reference to (7a), we argue on the basis of the sonority hierarchy, ATR harmony, and
labialization, that a vowel in the base of a monosyllabic verb-stem cannot be copied in the
morphological double (i.e. in the reduplicant) as long as this vowel is not among the least sonorous

vowel set (i.e. [i, u, ɪ, ʊ]) and, for that matter, a high vowel. This is because, as economy of speech

would predict, least sonorous sounds (here, high vowels) are preferred. In other words, unlike the data
given in (7a), where the vowel in the stem is least sonorous, the reduplicant and the base are identical,
as shown in (9) below. This explains that ablaut, a vowel change (specifically, a vowel shift to high)
due to the desire for a least sonorous vowel, is applicable here.

9 Monosyllabic
BF RF

sí [si] ‘to build’ sìsì [sisi]
twé [ʨɥɪ] ‘to pull’ twètwè [ʨɥɪʨɥɪ]
fóḿ [fʊm] ‘to scramble for’ fòmfòm [fʊmfʊm]
bú [bu] ‘to break’ bùbù [bubu]
kyé [kye] ‘to catch’ kyèkyè [ʨɪʨɪ]

Extending the argument we have made in the reduplicated monosyllabic verb-stems to reduplicated
polysyllabic stems, we conjecture that perhaps the reason why reduplicated polysyllabic stems usually
have reduplicant-base vowel identity in corresponding syllables is that the vowels are not of the same

ɑ
ɛ 

o

a

[+back]

u
ʊ

i
ɪ

e

[+front]

[+high]  Least sonorous

[+mid]

[+low]  Most sonorous
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higher sonority level (i.e. /a/). This could be observed in the data given so far on the reduplicated
polysyllabic stems. We note however that there are a few polysyllabic verb-stems within which all
vowels are highly sonorous (i.e. all are /a/), as exemplified in (10), and these could immediately be
described as constituting exceptional case.

10. All-sonorous polysyllabic stems
BF RF

pàtà [pata] ‘to pacify’ pàtàpàtà [patapata]
kàsà [kasa] ‘to talk’ kàsàkàsà [kasakasa]
kàtà [kata] ‘to cover’ kàtàkàtà [katakata]
hàtà [hata] ‘to dry’ hàtàhàtà [hatahata]
bàtà [bata] ‘to adjoin’ bàtàbàtà [batabata]
wàdà [wada] ‘to stay put wàdàwàdà [wadawada]
wàsà [wasa] ‘to smear wàsàwàsà [wasawasa]
dwàtà [dʑɥata] ‘to divide …’ dwàtàdwàtà [dʑɥatadʑɥata]
kwàhà [kwaha] ‘to douche’ kwàhàkwàhà [kwahakwaha]
màǹtàm̀ [mantam] ‘to tie’ màǹtàm̀màǹtàm̀ [mantammantam]

There could, however, be a phonological explanation for this all-sonorous polysyllabic stems in
Akan. On a critical look, one realizes that the onset of the succeeding syllable (let us call it a
transitional unit here) is always among the least sonorous consonant sets; i.e. it is always a fricative, an
affricate or a stop in each one of them. The argument then for their occurrence in the language, which
is very much informed by the principle of economy of speech, is that a sequence of the highly
sonorous segment, /a/, is essentially and desirably broken by a least sonorous sound. By universal
sonority-based phonotactics principle, therefore, the string is well-formed. In other words, a string of
the highly sonorous vowel /a/ has been thwarted with intervening least sonorous consonants.

3.2. Tone in reduplicated verb-stems

In the immediately preceding section, we pointed out that monosyllabic stems are distinguished
from polysyllabic ones by tone pattern; i.e., in isolation, monosyllabic verb-stems are usually said with
H tone and polysyllabic ones are said with L tone. This is particularly shown in (5), repeated as (11).

11. Monosyllabic Polysyllabic
BF RF BF RF

bɔ́ ‘to hit’ bòbɔ̀ tùà ‘to pay’ tùàtùà
hyɛ́ ‘to wear’ hyèhyɛ̀ hyìrà ‘to bless’ hyìràhyìrà
sá ‘to dance’ sèsà gyìnà ‘to stop’ gyìnègyìnà
fé ‘to vomit’ féfé pòtɔ̀ ‘to mash’ pòtɔp̀òtɔ̀
kó ‘to fight’ kókó fèkyèrè ‘to scrutinize’ fèkyèrèfèkyèrè

In the reduplicated forms (i.e. in a morphologically-conditioned environment), however, we
observe that both monosyllabic verb-stems and polysyllabic ones are said on L tone. The question then
is: Does the reduplication have anything to do with its tonology? In other words, does the lengthening
of a base (which has indeed resulted from reduplication) impact tonal representation? Considering the
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reconciliation here between the monosyllabic stems and the polysyllabic ones in the use of the L tone
in the reduplicated forms (see (11)), we assume a general sensitivity of tone to reduplication. That is to
say, the representation of tone in reduplicated verb-stems is generally morphological length-controlled
and that tone interacts with morphological length in reduplication. This analysis could be well-
supported even in the basic form (BF) by the fact that, while a verb-stem with one-syllable morpheme
is readily pitched for H tone, those with more than one (including the morphologically doubled,
reduplicated forms) are said with the default L tone.

Winkler and Obeng (2002) seem to suggest an alternative analysis to the L tone realization in
reduplicated forms (not particularly on verbal ones). Comparing reduplication in Limonese Creole and
Akan, they note that the tonal prosodic features found in their data include key lowering, downdrifting,
and downstepping (downtrends);7 suggesting that these processes have been triggered by
reduplication. Indeed, considering the fact that downtrends normally involve interaction of contrastive
tones (see, for example, Hombert (1974), Connell (2001)), which they partially note, such a suggestion
could hardly be conclusive. We suggest, however, that a radical position based on Winkler and
Obeng’s observation could do the trick of accounting for the realization of the L tone in reduplicated
verb-stems. This radical shift stems from a further assumption here that downtrends could/should be
looked at as phonological phenomena, rather than a phonetic one. In this direction, assuming
downdrift as the case in the reduplicated verb-stems, it could be represented in the phonology by all L
tones on a stretch of utterance and, in this particular case, the reduplicated verb-stem. That is to say, in
the Akan reduplicated verb-stem, downdrift should not only be described as “the progressive lowering
of a high tone after a low tone” (Hombert 1974, p. 171), but as due to the phonological manifestation
of downdrift.

4. Conclusion

We have looked at reduplication of the Akan verb-stem and noted that, among others, reduplication
is generally used to encode the iterative and or distributive nature of the verb. We have also
appreciably looked at how reduplication, as a morphological process, is realized in Akan verb-stems.
The realization has been explained through the Morphological Doubling Theory (MDT), which
establishes that a morphological construction calls for two independent inputs of different co-
phonology (that determines their individual shapes), whose morpho-syntactic features are in
agreement, and that outputs share a third co-phonology that produces a surface form.

Phonologically and, specifically, in terms of how morphology affects phonology, three
phonological alterations have been noted and have been described as having to do with the principle of
VH, vowel-shift with regard to height and tone realization. We have explained that since reduplication
is left-directed in Akan verb-stems, thus realizing the structure ‘CONSTITUENT1reduplicant-
CONSTITUENT2base’, VH, which is a regressive rule in Akan, is set to apply in it; i.e. from the base to
the reduplicant and this indeed has been the case. Through vowel shift (from low to high), we have
also explained the need for a least sonorous vowel in a reduplicant whose base contains only the most
sonorous vowel /a/. This analysis has particularly been seen with the monosyllabic base and has been
extended to the polysyllabic base. Last, but not the least, tone realization has been observed as being
generally sensitive to reduplication, resulting in phonological downdrift.

Endnotes
1Generally, verbal affixes, including aspects, are not reduplicated with the stem.
2 Observe that the stem-initial consonant /dw/ becomes /nw/ in the negated form. This is due to a phonological
process Marfo (2009) calls voiced-to-nasal assimilation. With application of voice-to-nasal assimilation, a stem-
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initial voiced stop becomes a nasal after a nasal prefix with the same specification of the nasal prefix, thus /dw/
becoming /nw/ after /n/. This also applies in compounds, in which case an initial voiced stop in a succeeding
compound member becomes a nasal with the specification of the final nasal in its preceding compound member.
3 Let us note that Akan is a two-tone language; i.e., it employs high tone (H) and low tone (L) in the grammar. H

is indicated with an acute (e.g.,dá‘day’) and L is indicated with a grave (e.g., dà‘never’). There is also a case of
downstepped H after another H (e.g., àdá!ká‘a box’), but this is seen as only a variety of the H tone.
4 See Clements (1981) and Marfo (2009) for some details on the two-span harmony.
5Alternatively, even with a suggestion that the reduplicant is not due to morphological doubling, which a theory
like the Correspondence Theory (e.g. McCarthy and Prince 1995) would advocate for, and that vowels in the
reduplicant are immediately unspecified for ATR, the reduplicant must ultimately share the ATR specification of
the base considering the fact that VH in Akan is regressive in application and the position that reduplication in
Akan verb-stems is left-directed, as noted in the main text.
6 Following Selkirk (1984) for example, the sonority hierarchy or scale is given as vowels >> liquids >> nasals
>> fricatives >>affricates >> stops, where ‘x >> y’ indicates ‘x is more sonorous than y’. It is also important to
note that, among each category, there is a ranking of sonority as well. Thus, as we have done in text with the ten
phonetic vowels in Akan, low vowel are the most sonorous, followed by mid vowels and high vowels come in
that order.
7 We refer to all of them as downtrends, following Connell (2001).
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Akan dilindeki ikilemli eylem biçimlerinin biçimbilimsel sesbilimi

Öz

Bu makale Akan dilindeki eylem çekimli ikilemelerde, öğe türetme ile seslerin değişimi (örneğin; biçimbilimsel
sesbilimi) arasındaki ilişkiyi anlatmaktadır. Makalede özellikle iki konu üzerinde durulmuştur: ikilemelerdeki
eylem gövdelerinin biçimbilgisi ve biçimsel değişikliklerin bazı sesleri nasıl etkilediği. Akan dillerinin biçimsel
özelliklerinden dolayı eylem gövdelerinden oluşan ikilemelerin genellikle bütün olduğu gözlemlenmiştir ve
Biçimsel İkileme Teorisi (Inkelas 2005; InkelasandZole 2005) ışığında Akan eylem gövdelerinin ikilemesinin
anlam ifade eden bir yapının iki veya daha fazla kez tekrar edilmesi yoluyla oluşturulduğu gözlemlenmiştir. Yani
kelimenin kendisiyle ikilemesi arasında yapısal farklılıklar olsa da her ikisi de benzer sesbilimsel olaylara maruz
kalmışlardır. Biçimbilimsel Sesbilim yoluyla Akan dillerindeki eylemlerin ikileme yapılması esnasındaki
sesbilimsel özelliklerin üç konuyla ilişkili olduğu saptanmıştır. Bunlar ünlü uyumunun uygulanması, ses
yüksekliğine göre oluşan ünlü değişimi ve tonsal benzerliklerin gerçekleştirilmesidir. Makalede, konunun
kapsamlı bir şekilde ele alınmasının ardından Akan dilindekieylem gövdelerinin ikilenmesinin Biçimbilimsel
Sesbilim ile alakalı bir olgu olduğu açıklanmıştır.

Anahtar sözcükler: Akan Dili; Biçimbilimsel Sesbilim; İkileme; Ünlü Uyumu ve Ses Yükseliği; Ton
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